DRIVER GUIDE for
Acclimation, First Timer,
Novice & Novice Solo
Thank you for your participation in our program! We are passionate about teaching the art of high performance
driving - we love it, and know you will too! Throughout this program you will learn special skills that will not only
make you a better driver on the track, but also help improve your capabilities and safety on the street. This is a
safe, fun and addictive experience that we will make sure you enjoy!
It is important to attend ALL Meetings, Classroom Sessions and Car Control Sessions (where applicable) ON TIME!
Please pay careful attention to the time and your schedule, as these are MANDATORY. You will not get the full
benefit of the program and will not get what you paid for when you miss parts of the program!
Car Control: These hands on, in-car sessions take place OFF the track in a controlled environment. You will work on skills in
your own car such as late/early apex, over/under steer, trail braking, and more. These sessions are run by the Classroom
Manager and this area may only be used under his directive at scheduled times. Car control sessions are not always available
depending on the venue, please ask the classroom instructor if you are unsure whether car control exercises are available.
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Please be sure to create your “Hot List” in the My Learning system on
autointerests.com. This is how your instructor will record your progress as
you move through the curriculum.
However, some fundamental general concepts to keep in mind throughout the day include:
Smooth: smooth driving is key to maintaining vehicle control and quick, efficient maneuvering. Erratic harsh movements
lead to loss of control, spin-outs, etc.
Don’t fight slides: steer into a slide like in snow. This is important to avoid rollovers and accidents – when in doubt drive
into the slide and when the vehicle is in a straight line again fully apply the brakes to safely go off-course.
Ease into corners and straights: start easy and work your way gradually toward more rapid corner entry speeds and higher
top speeds on straights; going “all-out” without first testing and finding your limits is unsafe and risky.
Limit wheel turning: the key to fast, efficient cornering is turning the wheel the least amount possible and taking the
straightest path through a corner.
Flags: learn your flags! It is absolutely critical to know what corner workers are trying to tell you – study the flags and their
meanings.
Corner workers: always look at each corner worker as you pass by their station; acknowledge any flag they give you with
a simple wave.
Use all the track surface: go edge-to-edge and use all available surface to take corners in a smooth, wide manner.
Lines: there is not necessarily a specific, correct line in every corner or on every track. The most efficient path is the one
that you can drive the most quickly through and this will vary by vehicle type, driveline, driver skill/comfort and other
factors. Feel free to carefully experiment with different “lines”. Instructors can provide recommendations, feedback and
general guidance but it is ultimately up to you to find the path around the track that works best for you.
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